I. 最近幾年，台灣天災頻仍，多處山區更因岩盤鬆動，土質疏軟，導致土石
風雨，災情嚴重。根據官員、專家的考察，台多處山區的原住民部落不宜久居，似
有「屢村」的必要，然而，對於原住民部落的「遷村」問題，學者專家及原住民
族內部的意見不一。

針對原住民部落的「遷村」問題，請分別以（1）贊成的角度，（2）反對的
立場論述之；最後，（3）闡述你自己對於「遷村」問題的看法。【三個題目，均
須作答】（每題 50 分）

II. 填空題 2 分，共 50 分

1. In 1905 Juneau replaced Sitka ___ Alaska.
   (1) the capital was  (3) was the capital
   (2) as the capital of  (4) the capital being

2. ___ the end of the Ice Age around 8000 B.C., mammoths became extinct.
   (1) With  (3) That
   (2) It was  (4) In addition

3. The human body has four jugular veins, ___ each side of the neck.
   (1) there are two on  (3) two are on
   (2) it has two on  (4) two on

4. ___ its proximity to New York, New Jersey is an important link in the nation’s transportation
   system.
   (1) Since  (3) However
   (2) As a result  (4) Because of

5. ___ in 1937, the Golden Gate Bridge spans the channel at the entrance to San Francisco Bay.
   (1) Completes  (3) Completing
   (2) Completed  (4) To complete

6. In medieval times ___ his enemy by throwing down his gauntlet.
   (1) the challenge  (3) a man made a challenge
   (2) a man challenged  (4) his challenge
7. A bat will often spend the daylight hours ___ upside down in a tree or cave.
   (1) hanging (3) that is
   (2) which hangs (4) hangs

8. An elephant can lift ___ a ton with his tusks.
   (1) so much that (3) most
   (2) it (4) as much as

9. The Andromeda Nebula, ___ more than two million light years away, can be seen from the
   Northern Hemisphere.
   (1) a galaxy (3) a galaxy is
   (2) is a galaxy (4) a galaxy which

10. Baboons eat a variety of foods, ___ eggs, fruits, grass, insects, plant leaves, and roots.
    (1) they include (3) among
    (2) among them are (4) including

11. Jackson, ___ capital of Mississippi, is the largest city in the state.
    (1) the (3) is the
    (2) where is the (4) it is the

    (1) has (3) about
    (2) many (4) there are

13. ___ as the most important crop in Hawaii is sugar cane.
    (1) It ranks (3) What ranks
    (2) It is ranked (4) The rank

14. The adder is a venomous snake ___ bite may prove fatal to humans.
    (1) its (3) that
    (2) whom its (4) whose

15. There are two basic kinds of air compressors, reciprocating and _____.
    (1) another kind that is rotating (3) a rotating kind
    (2) one that rotates (4) rotating
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20. The word “underlying” in line (3) could best be replaced by
   (1) below
   (2) requiring
   (3) being studied through
   (4) serving as a basis for

21. It can be inferred from the passage that if an item contains more carbon-14 than nitrogen-14, then the item is
   (1) too old to be age-dated with carbon-14
   (2) not as much as 5570 years old
   (3) too radioactive to be used by archeologists
   (4) more than 5570 years old

22. The expression “roughly equivalent” in line (10) could best be replaced by
   (1) exactly the same
   (2) similar in all respects
   (3) rather ambivalent
   (4) approximately equal

23. The expression “is left” in line (15) could best be replaced by
   (1) remains
   (2) has disappeared
   (3) changes
   (4) is gone

24. It is implied in the passage that
   (1) carbon dating could not be used on an item containing nitrogen
   (2) fossils cannot be age-dated using carbon-14
   (3) carbon-14 does not have the longest known half-life
   (4) carbon dating has no known uses outside of archeology

25. The paragraph following the passage most probably discusses
   (1) how carbon-14 decays into nitrogen-14
   (2) various other age-dating methods
   (3) why carbon-14 has such a long half-life
   (4) what substances are part of all living things

--------------------------------------------------The End of this Test--------------------------------------------------